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Introduction, SDX as an Ecosystem Token
Current cloud database services remain inefficient and expensive. Blockchain enables the
utilization of unused processing power of many different servers around the world. Use of
these servers lowers overhead, amortized costs, and upkeep for the ongoing storage and
provision of databases. The primary entity behind the Shardix Ecosystem is the Shardix Mining
Network which is designed as a two-sided network to enable the access of this unused
processing power.
Shardcoin (SDX) is the native utility token powering the Shardix ecosystem and all constituent
elements. This includes both the Shardix Mining Network and the Shardix Hosted Network.
SDX as a Utility Token
Per generally accepted classification, SDX is considered a utility token. Utility tokens are
considered blockchain powered token which are emitted by a company which may be
exchanged for a good or service either at issuance or at some time in the future.
SDX meets these principles.
•

•

•

Emission: Shardix LLC is the issuer of these tokens and serves as the primary entity
responsible for their design, issuance, and value. They are emitted through various
forms of token sales, bounties, and native retention.
Exchange: SDX will be the primary method by which database consumers transact with
and purchase resources from database miners, constituting the two sides of the Shardix
Ecosystem. All transactions will be composed of two sides: the database miner and the
database consumer or their agent. These two parties will exchange database services in
exchange for SDX token.
Future Value: SDX will remain the standard by which the Shardix ecosystem operates.
As such, use of SDX will continue in the future and should be achieved once the Shardix
network is operations. Any present purchase of these tokens should be carried out with
the intention of using SDX in the future.

Like all utility tokens, SDX is not designed as an investment. Any expectation of appreciation or
depreciation of these tokens should not be considered as rationale for sales or acquisition of
said tokens. Their value should exclusively be considered to lie in their design as a utility token;
namely, in their use to transact across the Shardix Network for future database services.
SDX can be considered as a “prepaid” service. Purchase of these tokens allows for future use of
an ecosystem.
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Uses of SDX as a Currency
As the monetary base for the Shardix Ecosystem, SDX maintains three primary uses.
1. Medium of Exchange: As stated earlier, SDX will be the primary way with which
databases services are transacted between both sides of the network.
2. Unit of Account: Within the bid and offer books maintained on the blockchain, all values
will be denominated in SDX. While equivalent prices may be translated into local
currencies for public viewing, all smart contracts will operate only with SDX. These
prices will thus float against other currencies including fiat and will be determined
exclusively by the economics of the SDX ecosystem. In addition, contracts will be stored
and denominated in SDX.
3. Store of Value: As with all blockchain based tokens, SDX is durable and does not
degrade or experience monetary base inflation over time. Many of these tokens will be
sold during the token sale and should hold value while the network is operational or the
future promise of such a network exists.

SDX Capital Flow
The underlying flow of SDX through the Shardix ecosystem motivates the economics of the SDX
token. To better understand this process, we will examine each entity participating in SDX
transactions.
Entity Classification
These aforementioned entities are laid out below*. It is possible that participants in the
ecosystem could be classified into multiple rolls. In this case, each roll will be treated
separately.
*Note, classification in the following section is structured as Formal Name (“Referred Name”)
•

•

•

Database Consumers (“Consumers”): This is the primary demand side in the Shardix
ecosystem. They present the bids in the bid/offer book and receive database services.
They are primarily composed of enterprise level clients storing corporate databases on
the network in addition to individual clients who store smaller databases.
Database Miners (“Miners”): These entities can be considered the “supply side” of the
ecosystem. Miners provide the database services via the Shardix Database Software
Stack. They will be composed of any entity with sufficient storage resources and
bandwidth to run a stack.
Payment Intermediaries(“Intermediaries”): These are third party businesses which
provide transactional and liquidity services to consumers. Their primary use is to
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•
•

encourage larger corporate clients to integrate into the ecosystem. Further discussion of
this entity’s function can be found in Shardix Whitepaper/Payment Intermediaries.
Shardix LLC.(“Shardix LLC.”) Shardix LLC is the incorporated company which develops
and supports the Shardix ecosystem.
Cryptocurrency Exchanges(“Exchanges”) This is any legal crypto currency exchange,
either decentralized or centralized, which supports the conversion of SDX to any other
exchangeable currency, whether fiat of crypto.

Figure 1: Circular Flow Diagram, SDX

Consumer Acquisition
Consumers will acquire SDX tokens in two primary ways.
1. Firstly, through the purchase of SDX via the token sale in exchange for Eth. This will be
discussed further on in the paper in Token Distribution and Supply. This route will
constitute the intital way through which SDX is introduced into the ecosystem.
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2. Database consumers will likewise purchase SDX from exchanges which list the SDX
token. Such transactions will ongoing and “batched”. This means that the Consumer will
purchase large enough quantities of SDX at one time such that every transaction with
database consumers will not necessitate acquisition of additional SDX. Such repeated
transactions would be inefficient and introduce additional transaction costs into the
ecosystem.
Flow to Miners
Miners will acquire SDX from two entities.
1. Through a blockchain-enforced contract, Consumers will send Miners SDX in return for
the provision of database services. During this transaction, a transaction cost will be
removed and given to Shardix LLC.
2. Likewise, Miners will receive SDX from Intermediaries in return for provision of
database services to clients of said Intermediaries.
Flow to Exchanges
Exchanges receive SDX from two entities:
1. Miners send SDX to exchanges in order to convert their SDX payments into a form that
can be used outside the Shardix ecosystem. In return for sending their SDX to exchanges
they receive other monetary substitute to pay for operation and turn a profit.
2. Shardix LLC. sends SDX derived from transaction fees in return for monetary substitute
to generate revenue and pay for marketing.
Flow from Exchanges
SDX flow from exchanges in two ways:
1. Exchanges send SDX to Intermediaries in exchange for monetary substitute. These
transactions are batched as Intermediaries will maintain a balance of SDX to lower
transaction costs and the inefficiencies generated by transaction costs.
2. Exchanges send SDX to Consumers in exchange for monetary substitute. These
transactions are batched as Intermediaries will maintain a balance of SDX to lower
transaction costs and the inefficiencies generated by transaction costs.
The following two sections will discuss the relative prices by which these transactions occur.
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Database Service Price Level Analysis
The price level of database services denominated in SDX will be freely set by the market. This
price will constitute the relative rate by which consumers transact with database miners for
database services as seen in the circular flow diagram. The Shardix Mining Network will present
as an over the counter market wherein potential Miners can post offers to the market which
can be accepted or rejected by potential consumers.
Supply and Demand
Contrary to other two sided networks, Miners will not be providing a homogenous product. In
this case, they will provide tiers of service wherein each offer presents different characteristics
such as bandwidth speed, storage type, storage available, and geographic dispersion. However,
the network is only designed to run when there is a very great number of miners. Furthermore,
because database storage can be achieved with a large range of parameters, the storage
services offered by any miner will remain close substitutes with a host of other miners.
As such, Miners will have little
to no market power, at least
once the network has achieved
its operational size. They will
remain price takers of the
greater market price. Thus, the
market can be approximated
well as a perfectly competitive
market which allows for easy
analysis and presents a variety
of favorable characteristics.
Price Level of will be set by
supply and demand for
database services. Greater
demand for database services
will lead to higher a higher
price level and greater quantity
supplied, ceteris paribus (Figure
2). Likewise, greater supply of
Miners willing to provide said

Figure 2: Increase in Demand Increases Price and Quantity
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services will lead to a lower price level, ceterus pairbus.
Velocity Analysis
In addition to examining supply and demand for the system, Price level can be evaluated using
the quantity equation.
𝑴𝑽 = 𝑷𝒀
•
•
•
•

M = Quantity of SDX available in the ecosystem for circulation.
V = Velocity of SDX is defined by the number of times one unit of SDX is exchanged by
entities within the ecosystem given a set period of time. It will be denoted as V.
P = Price level of database services as denominated in SDX.
Y= Total value in SDX of all database services purchased over the given period.

The flow of SDX through the ecosystem can motivate a discussion of of this price level using
velocity analysis. We are examining the price level of database services, so we will consider P
to be the variable of interest.
The quantity of SDX available in the ecosystem is set out by the contract governing the initial
emission of Shardcoin. It is fixed at a maximum possible level of 712,500,000 SDX in circulation.
While the initial token sales will not release this full level to ecosystem, once the network is
operational, there will be little change in this value. As such, we will treat M as an exogenous
variable in further analysis.
The total value of all database services purchased in a given period is an important factor in
determining P. However, it is influenced by a number of forces which fall beyond the scope of
capital flow and the underlying economics of SDX. As such, we will hold it constant with regards
to our price level analysis and consider it an exogenous variable.
Velocity of SDX is defined by the number of times one unit of SDX is exchanged by entities
within the ecosystem given a set period of time. This variable can be influenced by factors
within the flow model. As such, we will consider V the endogenous variable in price level
analysis.
By examining the quantity equation, we see that as V increases, holding all exogenous variables
constant, P will increase as well. Similarly, when V falls P likewise falls. Thus, we can examine
variables that affect the velocity of SDX with the understanding that the price levels in the
ecosystem move commensurately.
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•

•

•

•

•

Consumer Reserve Size: The more SDX consumers hold in reserve for future purchases,
the lower the velocity and thus the price level. This is directly influenced by the batch
size with which exchange purchases are made.
Intermediary Structure: The business model of intermediaries will influence the batch
size with which they purchase SDX for future transmission. Greater batch size would
lower velocity and thus price level.
Price Level Expectations: the speed at which consumers will seek to purchase database
services could change. If price level is expected to fall in the future, these expectations
would cause consumers to forgo present consumption of database services thereby
lowering the velocity of SDX and the price level.
Miner Exchange Speed: The speed at which Miners convert SDX payments via
exchanges could fluctuate as well as expectations and trust in the underlying stability of
the ecosystem changes. If Miners exchange their payments faster, then this would
increase the velocity along with the price level.
Exchange Structure: The structure and weighted composition of the exchanges primarily
used to transact for SDX will have an effect on price level. Decentralized exchanges carry
no reserves whereas centralized exchanges often maintain a balance in the
cryptocurrency being transacted for. Lower reserves would lead to higher velocity.
Similarly, transaction and operation speed of the exchange is relevent. The more quickly
exchanges process transactions, pay out purchases, and release locked up funds, the
greater the velocity will be. Both of these factors would increase price level.

Hitherto, we have not discussed the exchange rate for SDX, rather we have remarked on the
relative value of SDX within the ecosystem. However, the exchange rate is at least equally as
important. It constitutes the value of SDX relative to other currencies and closely approximate
the economics of foreign exchange.

SDX Exchange Rate Analysis (USD)
The value of SDX will follow a free float against other cryptocurrencies and fiat. Because SDX
conforms to ERC 223 standard, it is a homogenized good. Its market can be best modeled as a
commodity with supply and demand analysis. Quantity will be given as total available level of
SDX is circulation. Price is given as USD/SDX.
This market will best model the economic forces occurring at exchanges.
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Supply

Figure 3: Supply Curve

The supply graph given as S is the quantity of SDX supplied at various prices and constitutes the
market supply for SDX. The supply curve is broken into two parts:
1. Upward Sloping. The beginning of S is upward sloping. This models the dynamics of the
initial token emission to the ecosystem. The launch price of the tokens is $.16, or the
equivalent in Eth. As the price increases for purchase, increasing amounts of SDX are
offered for purchase.
2. Vertical. Once the supply reaches 712.5M, this curve become vertical. This constitutes
the maximum cap in supply of SDX. No further SDX will issued regardless of what price is
attained or offered.

Demand and Equilibrium
To arrive at the equilibrium price for the model, we add in the demand curve for the model. The
demand curve is given as the locus of all quantities demanded given a fixed price P. Quantity
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demanded in this case is given as aggregate of all individual quantities demanded by individual
consumers. Initial analysis will consider curve D3
Note, “quantity demanded” denotes a scalar quantity whereas “demand” denotes a locus of
points.

Figure 4: Supply/ Demand with Equilibrium

The demand curve is downward sloping as conforming to the law of demand. This can be explained by
three primary reasons
•

•

•

When price of the tokens is lower, ceteris paribus, the corresponding database services which
can be purchased on the platform are lower compared with conventional alternatives. As such,
more users will be drawn to the platform. These users will need SDX in order to participate and
transact across the network. Thus quantity demanded will be greater. This holds true at all
prices prices across the entire curve.
When the price of tokens is lower, ceteris paribus, existing consumers will be willing to make
more purchases. These consumers will likewise increase holdings of SDX via purchases from
exchanges. This holds true at all prices prices across the entire curve.
Consumers will experience diminishing marginal utility holding reserves of SDX. The more SDX
held, the less likely they will incur further transaction costs. Thus, a consumer’s willingness to
pay falls as quantity increase.

In Figure 3, Dn is the given demand curve at any given time Tn. In this model, Dn>Dn-1 for all n. Thus, we
can model the effects of a demand shock on token price.
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In the above figure, equilibrium occurs where D3 intersects with market supply curve. At this points,
quantity demanded at P3 is equal to quantity supplied. The price of SDX is given as P3 and quantity
supplied is Q3.

Demand Shocks
Demand is not expected to remain constant throughout the life of the Shardix ecosystem. Market
demand for SDX can shift rightwards or leftwards over the course of the network life. In this case, a
rightward demand shift occurs when quantity demanded of SDX increases at every price level P.
This is illustrated in Figure 3 as demand shifts to D5. At this new demand curve, equilibrium price
increases to P5 and quantity increases to 712.5 M. In this case, the new intersection occurs at the
vertical point on the supply curve. Thus, any further rightward shift in demand will not be met with a
commensurate increase in market quantity.
Likewise, a leftwards shift occurs when quantity demanded of SDX decreases at every price level P. This
is illustrated as a shift from D3 to D1.. Here, both equilibrium quantity and price fall, to Q1 and P1
respectively.
The following events are likely to shift demand. Note one event could have multiple effects described
below. In this case, each effect should be considered separately and in the context of the integrated
shock.
•

•

•

Increased Adoption of Ecosystem. As more users join the ecosystem, there will be greater
demand for transactions with miners. There will thus be greater quantity demanded of SDX at
every price. This constitutes a rightwards shift in demand. Falling adoption of ecosystem will
have the reverse effect.
Falling Confidence in SDX. If the public loses confidence in the future use and viability of SDX
then stakeholders will no longer trust in the ability of SDX to act as a store of value. They will
thus desire to hold lower levels of reserves and will demand lower levels of SDX at every price
level. This constitutes a leftwards shift in demand. Increased confidence in SDX has the reverse
effect.
Expectation of Increase in Price of SDX. If the consumers believe that the price of SDX will
increase in the future, they will demand more SDX at every current price level in order to make
reserve and transactional purchase in the present when SDX is cheaper. This will constitute a
rightward shift in demand for SDX. Likewise, an expectation of falling SDX prices will have the
opposite effect.

Note, Shardix does not make any forecasts regarding future demand movement. As such, Shardix does
not forecast future price movements of the SDX token. Purchase of SDX tokens should only be
undertaken with intention to utilize the token conforming with its designed- by purchasing future
database services.
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SDX Token Distribution and Supply
Total supply of SDX tokens is 712.5 million. Of these, 237.50 million tokens are reserved for the initial
token sale. This token sale will occur over the course of 2018. One hundred and ninety-two million is
reserved for future product development of the underlying Shardix software. Sale and direct transaction
of these tokens will finance research and development of the architecture and SDSS. One hundred and
seven million tokens are reserved for the founders of Shardix as remuneration for the work and capital
hitherto invested in the Shardix ecosystem. One hundred million tokens are dedicated to growing the
ecosystem of and encourage adoption of the Shardix Networks. This includes user engagement and
marketing campaigns. Fifty-seven million tokens are dedicated to creating a developer community to
support growth and maintenance of the Shardix Networks. Twenty-one million tokens are reserved for a
bounty campaign to foster public interest in ongoing token sales over the course of Token Distribution.

Figure 5: Allocation of SDX Tokens (%)

Note, token allocation of the SDX token is subject to restrictions regarding both transfer and purchase of
said tokens. The following section may also be found in the Shardix Whitepaper.

Restrictions for Token Purchasers
Ownership grants buyers the right to purchase future Data Platform services if and when such a
platform is implemented. In addition, “database miners”, which facilitate our platform and public
accounting, as in all blockchain currencies, receive tokens as incentive to perform their work. The token
is not a security and does not grant ownership in the company. SDX is a utility token to be used in our
community for Data Platform services.
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While Shardix deems our token to not be a security, we none-the less must take care in certain
jurisdictions based on their interpretation of regulatory framework.
United States – While buyers are not investors in Shardix, US law may deem them so. As such, please
consider that we are talking about buyers when the following speaks of investors. In compliance US
security laws, holding a token is strictly limited to the following entities:
•

Buyers who do not hold a US passport, do not have a US Green Card, and have no residence in
the United States.

•

Accredited investors under the US Securities Act, Regulation D, Rule 506, i.e. investors with a net
worth of more than $1m, excluding their primary residence, or with a net income of more than
$200.000 (if married a combined income of $300.000)

SEC guidelines concerning Regulation D, Rule 506(c) demand that the issuer undertakes “reasonable
steps” to ensure that buyers meet the above-mentioned criteria. In the Shardix ICO we are using KYC
screening designed to meet the SEC safe harbor verification guidelines: buyers must submit a scanned
confirmation by a securities attorney or certified public accountant that the buyer is indeed verified as
accredited. If such confirmation is not submitted the buyer may not participate.
While we wish that government regulation was lessened, and everyone could have the opportunity to
participate in the Shardix ICO, we must comply with the current interpretation of laws and regulations

Token Sale Characteristics Summary
SDX Token Type

Utility Token

SDX Total Supply

712.5 Million

Initial Price

$.16

The SDX token should be
considers a utility token. Its
value lies in its future ability to
purchase database services over
the Shardix Networks.
This is the total fixed supply of
SDX tokens available to the
ecosystem. No further tokens
will be issued.
Launch price is pegged to USD,
but equivalent Eth will be
accepted. This value is subject
to discounts or increases
depending upon stage of sale.
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SDX Standard

ERC-223

Sale Soft Cap

$3.0 Million

Sale Hard Cap

$38.0 Million

SDX Allocation

Instant

SDX Availability

Locked Until Completion of Sale

The SDX token is compatible
with ERC-223 Standard. This is
back compatible with ERC-20
This is the minimum level of
equivalent token distribution
which will be considered a
success. A significantly greater
level is expected for the sale.
This is the target level for the
sale and the point which
exhausts all tokens allocated for
the sale.
Upon purchase, SDX will
immediately be sent to
purchasers’ wallets via the
Shardix smart contract
SDX will not be available for
transfer until the completion of
the token sale.

Further Reading
Website: www.Shardix.com
Whitepaper: http://www.shardix.com/Shardix_Whitepaper.pdf
Executive Summary: http://shardix.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/executive-summary.pdf

